International Domestic Workers Federation

IDWF first Discussion Forum

Calling all Domestic workers!

IDWF first discussion on the online communication network will begin Sunday November 23! The topic is Stop Violence Against Domestic Workers in honour of International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women.

To start sharing, all you need to do is:

1. Join the IDWF network today
2. Leave your thoughts from Nov 23 to 30 on our discussion forum

Having questions in joining? Check out HOW TO JOIN IDWF NETWORK.
IDWF workshops

Chile
Sept 22-26

From 2014 September 22 to 26, domestic workers and activists met in Chile to analyze the situation of domestic workers in Latin America, develop an action plan, strengthen the effort to ratify C189 and discuss the IDWF communication network. 

>>> READ MORE

Burkina Faso
Oct 18-19

In 2014 October 18 and 19 IDWF hosted a workshop in Burkina Faso with domestic workers in Africa to set goals for the community network in Africa. The group decided on the following actions. >>> READ MORE

"We thank the ILO, Olof Palme Centre and the Dutch Ministry for supporting these activities in the regions."

Follow IDWF

Subscribe our e-News Today!